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L Introduction. There are two different notions of fibering that

have been investigated in the realm of topology. The one is the notion

of a fibre bundle, defined by Whitney [ll]2 and improved by Steen-

rod [8]; the other is that of a fibre space, introduced by Hurewicz-

Steenrod [6] and generalized by Fox [3]. These two notions do not

coincide, as remarked by Steenrod, [8, p. 302]; there are fibre spaces

that are not fibre bundles, while it is still unsolved whether every

fibre bundle is a fibre space.

According to Fox [3, p. 555], the object of introducing the defini-

tion of fibre spaces is to state a minimum set of readily verifiable con-

ditions under which the covering homotopy theorem holds. It seems

to the author that this set of conditions, given by Hurewicz-Steenrod

[6] and Fox [3], is not minimum in the sense that it does not nat-

urally apply to the fibre bundles for which the covering homotopy

theorem was proved by Steenrod [8, p. 303] in a somewhat weaker

form. This weak theorem of covering homotopy of Steenrod works

satisfactorily in nearly all the applications where the base space is

normal Hausdorff.

In order that the weak theorem of covering homotopy hold, the

existence of a unified slicing function in the definition of Hurewicz-

Steenrod [ö] and in that of Fox [3] is unnecessarily strong. The ob-

ject of the present paper is to give a generalization of the notion of a

fibre space by localizing the slicing function. It will be proved that

the generalized class of fibre spaces will include all fibre bundles

and that the weak theorem of covering homotopy will still hold.

As mentioned above, there are two forms of the covering homotopy

theorem. In the "weak" form, the set being deformed is compact and

the homotopy is unrestricted. In the "strong" form, the set is unre-

stricted but the homotopy is required to be uniform. Since any

homotopy of a compact space is uniform, the "strong" theorem im-

plies the "weak" theorem. If the set is completely regular, any uni-

form homotopy into a compact Hausdorff space can be extended to
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a homotopy of its compaction. Therefore, in this case, the "strong"

theorem follows from the "weak" theorem. Thus the two theorems

are entirely equivalent for compact Hausdorff fibre spaces over

Hausdorff base spaces when the set being deformed is completely

regular. These relations are studied in §8.3

2. Fiberings. By a fibering F of a topological space X, we under-

stand the collection

F = {X, B, 0, tt, <pu}

of the following five entities:

(1) The topological space X, called the total space;

(2) A topological space B, called the base space;

(3) A system ß= { U\ of open sets U of B which covers B, called

the slicing neighborhoods;

(4) A continuous map ir: X—>B of X onto B, called the projection;

(5) A system of continuous maps {<f>u} indexed by Z/Gß, called

the slicing functions, where each <f>u is defined on the subset U

X7T_1( 17) of the product space BXX with images in the total space X

in such a way that the following two conditions be satisfied:

(2.1) **o(b, x) = b,        (beU,xE *-KU));

(2.2) *t/(t(*), x) = x, (x G *-\U)).

If a fibering F= {X, B, Q, r, <f>v) of a given topological space X

exists, X will be called a (generalized) fibre space over B relative to

7t and 7r is said to be a. fibre mapping. The following statement is an

immediate consequence of the above definition and indicates clearly

its local character:

(2.3) A topological space X is a (generalized) fibre space over B rela-

tive to a continuous onto map it: X—>B, if and only if, for each point

b(EB, there exist an open set U of B containing b and a continuous map

<pv'- UX.ir~1(U)—*X such that the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are satis-

fied.
By means of the conditions (2.1) and (2.2), the following state-

ment is easy to prove:

(2.4) Every fibre mapping is open, that is, it maps open sets onto

such.

3. Fiberings with a unified slicing function. A fibering F

= {X, B, ß, it, <pu] is said to have a unified slicing function, if, for

3 The author acknowledges his gratitude to the referee for his suggestions of these

relations. In particular, the statements (8.2) and (8.3) were pointed out to the author

by the referee.
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any two slicing neighborhoods U and V, we always have <pu=<pv on

the intersection of Z/Xx_1(t/) and FXx_1(F). For such a fibering F,

we may define a unified slicing function <p on the union W of the sub-

sets Z7Xx_1(r/) for all slicing neighborhoods Z/Gß by taking <p=(j>v

on each Z7Xx_1(Z7) and denote the fibering by F — {X, B, ß, x, <p}.

The following theorem is not difficult to prove:

(3.1) A topological space X is a fibre space over B relative to x: X—>B

in the sense of Fox [3, p. 556] if and only if there exists a fibering

F= {X, B, ß, it, <j>\ with a unified slicing function.

We propose to call a fibre space in the sense of Fox (or in the sense

of Hurewicz-Steenrod) a fibre space with a unified slicing function and

to use the term "fibre space" in the generalized sense.

4. Homotopy type of the fibres. Let I be a fibre space over B

relative to the projection x: X^>B. For every point the subset

7T_1(o) of X is called the fibre over b. We shall prove the following

theorem.

(4.1) If two points a, &GP can be connected by a path in B, then

7r-1 (a) and 7r_1(o) have the same homotopy type.

In case the fibre space X has a unified slicing function, this theorem

was proved by Hurewicz-Steenrod [6, p. 62]. In their proof, how-

ever, an application of the strong theorem of covering homotopy [6,

Theorem 1 ] was made. Since it is still unknown whether the strong

theorem of covering homotopy holds for general fibre spaces, we have

to give a direct proof as follows.

Proof. Let F= {X, B, ß, x, <pu} be a fibering of X. According to

our hypothesis, there is a continuous path a: I—>B, where I denotes

the closed unit segment (0, 1) of real numbers, such that <r(0)=a

and <r(l) = b. It follows from the compactness of I that there are a

finite number of real numbers.

such that, for each closed subsegment F» =     i, <<) (t = l, 2, • • • , n),

there is a slicing neighborhood Z7, such that a (Ii) C Z7,-. Hence, in

order to prove (4.1), we can assume without loss of generality that a

maps I into some slicing neighborhood Z/Gß-

Now we assume that a (I) C U. Define two maps

0 = t0 < h < ■ ■ ■ < tn = 1

/: x-'W-^x-'O)

by means of the formula

g:   x-'(&) ^ x-'(«)

f(x) = <bu(b, x),

g(x) = <pv{a, x),

(x G x-'(a)),

(x G x-1^)).
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It remains to prove that both gf and fg are homotopic with the

identities. Let i denote the identity map on 7r_1(a). To prove that

gf^i, let us consider the homotopy

**-*(*)->«-*(«), (OS/S 1),

defined by taking

**■(*) = Ma, M<r(l - 0. *)), (* G «-~'0)< 0 g / g 1).

Then we have ho = gf and &i = i. Hence gf^t. Similarly, one may prove

that/g is homotopic with the identity map on 7r-I(p). This completes

the proof.

5. Fibre bundles. To prove that the total space of every fibre

bundle be a fibre space, we shall recall, in the present section, the

definition of a fibre bundle (see [ll], [8], [2]).

By a fibre bundle    we understand the collection

* = {X, B, Q,t, D.G.ira]

of the following seven entities:

(1) A topological space X, called the total space;

(2) A topological space B, called the base space;

(3) A system fl= { U] of open sets U of B which covers B, called

the coordinate neighborhoods;

(4) A continuous map it: X—»P of X onto B, called the projection;

(5) A topological space D, called the director space;

(6) A topological group G of homeomorphisms of D, called the

reference group, topologized in such a way that the transformation

GXD^>D defined by the operations of G on D is a continuous map;

(7) A system of homeomorphisms {^p} indexed by r/£i2, called

the coordinate functions, where each function xf/u is a homeomorphism

of the product space UXD onto ■n—1(U)C.X satisfying the condition:

(5.1) mPu(b, d) = b, (b<=B,de D).

Further, these seven entities are supposed to satisfy the following

(5.2) Paste Condition. For a given coordinate neighborhood

Z7££2 and a given point b^U, denote by \j/a,b the homeomorphism of

D onto ir_I(&) defined by \pu.b{d) =^u{b, d) for each dCD. If b belongs

to two coordinate neighborhoods U and V, then ^y^ufi belongs to G

and depends continuously on bGUCW.

6. The fibering associated with a fibre bundle. Let

$ = {X, B, n,Tc,D,G,*u)
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be a given fibre bundle. We are going to construct a fibering

F= {X, B, ü,t,<t,u\,

which will be called the fibering associated with <!>.

In order to construct F, it remains only to define the slicing func-

tions <pu- Let £r/: UXD^D be the projection defined by %u(b, d)=d

for each oG £7 and each d£D. Then <pu is defined by

<t>u(b, x) = Mb, Mu\x)), (bEU,xe *~\U)).

The conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are verified as follows:

rtu'b, x) = lör-vib, Mu\x)) = b,        (beU,xG t~\u));

4>u(v(x), b) = >l>u,T{xrtu,T<.x)(x) = x, (x G * (*/)).

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of our asso-

ciated fibering.

(6.1) The total space X of any fibre bundle <!?= [X, B, ß, it, D,

G, ypu} is a fibre space over B relative to it.

7. The weak theorem of covering homotopy. With a few almost

obvious modifications of the arguments of Steenrod, [8, p. 303], one

can prove the weak theorem of covering homotopy for our generalized

fibre spaces given as follows:

(7.1) If X is a fibre space over a normal Hausdorff base space B rela-

tive to a projection ?r: X—*B, f: S-+X a continuous map of a compact

topological space S into X, and ht: S—>B (0 = £gl) a homotopy with

ho—wf, then there exists a covering homotopy fc S—>X (0=7^1) such

that f0=f and icft = htfor each 0 = igl. Further, we may assume that,

if ht leaves SoG-S fixed so doesft.
The following well known homotopy relations in fibre spaces and

in fibre bundles are consequences of (7.1):

(7.2) // X is a fibre space over a normal Hausdorff base space B with

pathwise connected fibres, then a necessary and sufficient condition for X

to be pathwise connected is the pathwise connectedness of the base space B.

(7.3) 1/ X is a pathwise connected fibre space over a normal Haus-

dorff base space B with pathwise connected fibres and X0=7r-1(&o) the

fibre over boCB, then the projection it: (X, X0) —>{B, bo) induces (onto)

isomorphisms of the homotopy groups

TT*:   irn(X, X0) ^ Tn(B, bo), (n = 2).

The following interesting statement is a consequence of the weak
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theorem of covering homotopy and a converse theorem of Fox [4, p.

734]:
(7.4) Every compact fibre space X over an absolute neighborhood re-

tract B has a unified slicing function.

8. Uniform homotopy and the strong theorem of covering homot-

opy. In the present section, the relations between the two forms of

the covering homotopy theorem will be clarified.3

Let B be a topological space and ß = {77} be an open covering of

B. A homotopy ht: S-+B (0=7 gl) of a topological space 5 into B

is said to be uniform with respect to the covering ß if there exists a posi-

tive real number 5 such that, for each So£5 and tod, there cor-

responds an open set ?7o£ß such that ht(s0) £ 770 for each r£7 satis-

fying the condition | / — to\ go. ht is said to be uniform if it is uniform

with respect to every open covering of B.

The strong theorem of covering homotopy for fibre spaces with a

unified slicing function [6, p. 62; 3, p. 557] can be stated as follows:

(8.1) Let F= {X, B, ß, w, d>} be afibering of X with a unified slicing

function <p. If f: S—*X is a continuous map of a topological space S

into X, and ht: S—>B (0g<gl) a homotopy which is uniform with

respect to ß and satisfies the relation ho=irf, then there exists a covering

homotopy ft: S-^X (Og/gl) such that fo=f and irft = ht for each
0 gr g 1. Further, we may assume that if ht leaves s0£S fixed, so does ft.

To discuss the strong theorem of covering homotopy for general

fibre spaces, assume that B be a compact Hausdorff space and 5 a

completely regular space. Let us denote the compaction of S by

the usual notation ßS (see [9], [l], [10], [7], and [5, p. 53]). We shall

prove the following lemma.

(8.2) Every uniform homotopy ht: S—^B (0g.<gl) can be extended

to homotopy h*: ßS^>B (Og/gl).

Proof. Imbed B as a subset of the Tychonoff cube Q. The com-

pactness of B implies that B is closed in Q. Since 5 is dense in ßS

and every bounded continuous real function defined on S can be

continuously extended throughout ßS, it follows easily that, for every

fixed t, the map ht: S—>B has a unique extension hf: ßS—*B. Since

the given homotopy ht: S—>B (Og/gl) is uniform, it is not diffi-

cult to prove that the family h*: ßS^B (Ogigl) of maps form a

homotopy. This completes the proof.

Now we are going to prove the following strong theorem of cover-

ing homotopy for compact Hausdorff fibre spaces.

(8.3) Let F= {X, B, ß, it, <pv] be afibering of a compact Hausdorff

space X over a Hausdorff base space B. Iff: S—>X be a continuous map
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of a completely regular space S into X, and ht: S—>B (Og< gl) a uni-

form homotopy suck that ha — vf, then there exists a covering homotopy

ft: S^X (Og/gl) such that f0=f and irft = ht for each Og<gl.
Further, we may assume that if ht leaves s0CS fixed so does ft.

Proof. Let ßS denote the compaction of S. Since X is a compact

Hausdorff space, the map/: 5—*X has a unique extension/*: ßS—*X.

Since B=w(X), the compactness of X implies that of B. According

to (8.2), the uniform homotopy ht: S—*B (Og/gl) has a unique ex-

tension &*: 05—>P (Ogf gl). It is easy to see that h*=irf. As a com-

pact Hausdorff space, B is normal. It follows from the weak theorem

(7.1) that there exists a covering homotopy /*: p\S—>X (0 gi g 1) such

that /* =/* and irff = h* for each Og/gl. Further, we may assume

that if ht leaves fixed so does/?. The required covering homot-

opy/,: S->X (0g<gl) is given by ft=fT\S for each Ogigl. This
completes the proof.
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